
K-30/20 BIO Dual Start pulsFOG®
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 Specifications

 Solution capacity - 2 X 55 liter    Empty weight - 70 lbs    

 Fuel capacity - 20 liter        Distance propelled - 200 ft     

 Horse power - 101 HP                                  Output time - 10 Liter/10 min

 Battery required - 12v                                  

The K-30/20 BIO Dual Start PulsFOG can rapidly fog 
large areas with a chemical solution. The PulsFOG is 
great for insecticides, fungicides, disinfectants, foliar 
fertilizers and frost protection. The K-30/20 BIO Dual 
Start features the patented PulsFOG BIO system that 
allows for the thermal application of bio-rational and 
other heat-sensitive products without damaging them. 
This system uses a secondary tank with plain water to 
cool the exhaust-gasses before the chemical injection 
point.

The K-30/20 BIO Dual Start PulsFOG can treat up to 
210,000 square feet and will fog 10,000 square feet in 
as little as 10 minutes. This fast-fogging method allows 

for very quick application, reducing labor and exposure.

The Dual Start features both a manual start priming 
system and a compressor-run electric start.  When 
connected to a 12v battery, a push-button fires a com-
pressor and ignites the engine, making starting easier. 
The manual priming system allows for operation in the 
event of a dead battery.

PulsFOG units usually require the addition of a carrier 
solution added to the water and chemical mixture, for 
best operation. Contact Dramm for the proper solu-
tion for your needs.
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Bio/Water nozzle
cools exhaust for
heat sensitive solutions

Solution nozzle
atomizes chemical solution

20 liter fuel tank
hours of operation

Power cord
conncect to 12v battery

Electric priming button
compressor powered ignition

Needle valve
throttle fuel

Manual prime valve
manual start if
battery dead

55 liter solution & 55 liter water tank
covers up to 210,000 sq ft
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